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Contract phones VS Pay as you go phones-Drive away the speculations

The contract phones and the Pay as you go phones are the most up-to-date mobile phone deals in the
market these days. These deals have been highly popular among the people as they offer them various
benefits.

Feb. 26, 2008 - PRLog -- Contract phones and the pay as you go
phones-http://www.additnow.co.uk/payasyougo.asp are the hottest mobile phone deals available in the
market today. There has always been a speculation among the consumers regarding these mobile phone
deals. These phone deals come to the users with various benefits. To plunge into a better decision, the
consumer has to know what her or his requirements are.

If you have the habit of changing your mobile number at regular intervals, then it is the best option to select
the contract phones-http://www.additnow.co.uk/contractphones.asp. These phones come to the users in the
form of contract between the network service provider and the mobile phone user. As per this contract, the
consumer has to pay a fixed amount for a certain period of time. This period of time may differ depending
on the form of contract such as 12 months or 18 months. This effective mobile phone deal would enable
you to save big sum of money. The consumer can also avail certain benefits such as subsidized call rates,
free talktime and many other free gifts too. The users can also avail high tech multimedia facilities at
minimized costs with these contract phone deals.

The Pay as you go phones would enable you to get your favorite handsets without spending too much for
the same. The user does not have to sign any contract to avail this mobile phone deal. However, the users
have to buy a phone card to make and receive calls. The users are free to switch over to other network
service providers very easily under this mobile phones-http://www.additnow.co.uk/. But the users of this
deal would not be able to make or receive phone calls beyond their available balance. This unique feature
of the phone would enable you to cut down your monthly mobile phone bills. With the Pay as you go
mobile phone deal, the users have to call the network service provider to sign themselves up. The service
provider would then give its customer a number. The Pay as you go account of the user then gets activated.
The user can make and receive calls depending on the balance of his or her card. With the expiry of the
recharge card, the customer will have to purchase another card to access the service again.

# # #

Mobile Phones a complete stand of offers you contract phones mobile phones with best networks on pay as
you go phones with 3 to 12 months contract.

Website: www.additnow.co.uk
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